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abstract

Background

The human body may be investigated on a variety of levels. This paper deals with the issue of self-perception of the body by sportsmen and motivation strategies they use. The aim of the study was twofold: firstly, to determine whether the sports discipline affects satisfaction with one's own body and the level of motivation; and secondly, to establish if the type of sports motivation is dependent on the body image.

Material/Methods

The subject group comprised athletes (n = 42) and swimmers (n = 35). The subjects completed questionnaires. The research tools included the Body Esteem Scale (BES) by Franzoi & Shields and the Sport Orientation Questionnaire (SOQ) by Gill and Dieter.

Results

The results were analysed separately for each gender (according to the applied tool (BES)). Significant differences in self-perception of the body occurred in males in terms of the sports discipline, and the athletes perceived themselves better (Physical attractiveness [p < 0.01; F(8,33)] Body strength [p < 0.05; F(4,17)] Physical condition [p < 0.02; F(5,63)]). The differences did not occur in the female group. The same applies to the whole study group in terms of the level of motivation. Regression analysis demonstrated that the body image was a significantly independent variable in the case of motivation focused on the aim (females [the sexual attractiveness subscale] β = 0.46; males [the physical condition subscale] β = 0.35).

Conclusions

In terms of the sports discipline, there are significant differences in satisfaction with the body; however, they occur only among males. The subject athletes expressed greater satisfaction with their bodies. The body image, perceived among female subjects as an object (also sexual), affects the level of sports motivation focused on the aim. For males, the aspect of body capability, i.e. physical condition, is the factor responsible for an increase in the motivation focused on the aim.
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INTRODUCTION

The human body may be investigated on a variety of levels. This paper deals with the issue of self-perception of the body by sportsmen and motivation strategies they use. One of the first and crucial distinctions concerning physicality is related to one’s biological sex – it determines the main areas of life. The sex physicality differentiates two genders from each other, but a detailed analysis of this aspect demonstrates more sources of differences. The physicality expressed in the most external form – the skin – allows individual identification and acquisition of the ability to differentiate oneself from other people. The ability to establish the boundary of one’s own body is possible as a result of feeling and identifying dermal stimuli that are the main cognitive factor during childhood [1]. The physical body performs numerous functions for each human. It serves as a physical representation that one demonstrates to other people, and, simultaneously, it is a means of realisation of mental aims. The individual physicality has its mental image that is based on experiences, emotions, convictions and behaviour. Individual self-perception may be described as body image defined as a mental image of the body or, in other words, “mental representation of corporality that not only is influenced by emotions but also actively affects one’s behaviour and self-esteem and frequently leads to psychopathology” [2].

The perception of own corporality is influenced not only by conscious convictions but also by cultural messages in mass media. The influence of media coverage may cause an increase in dissatisfaction (also among sportsmen); however, the level of internalisation of the patterns may be different due to various factors [3]. Patterns acquired in childhood are a source of convictions about the ideal self-image that should be realised during life through perfecting own body. Observation and imitation of “idols” are the way to recognise these convictions. Youth idols are dependent to a great extent on the gender – for boys these are sportsmen (the emphasis is put on physical activity and exercise) and for girls – actresses and singers (physical appearance is the emphasised criterion) [4]. The media coverage and manner of its acquisition in one’s own life are not equal for the entire population (however, persons that follow cultural patterns express greater satisfaction with themselves) [5]. Individual differences depend on early experiences where, beside the cultural patterns, the relations with close family and friends (usually parents) that determine satisfaction with own body seems to be a more significant factor [6]. Creation of a positive body image is crucial to proper development [7] that may counteract its disorders occurring in form of eating disorders (also among sportsmen) [8]. Differences in one’s own body image often concern diversity in terms of gender, and females rate themselves lower than males [9]. Age [10], sports discipline [11] and training frequency [12] are also dependent variables.

The second issue of this paper is the motivation seen as internal and completely conscious desire to act and behave in a manner that allows achieving specific aims. The distinction concerning the qualitative and the quantitative motivation (both internal and external) is the basis of deliberation on motivation [13]. Delving into the matter of motivation, its various types can be discussed, e.g. within performed work [14]. Research concerning sports motivation was undertaken, among others, by Hanrahan. He examined factors determining success and there by the type of motivation responsible for improvement in sports results [15]. Comparisons of available research tools are performed in
the literature because of the diverse theories on various types of sports motivation [16]. A coach’s attitude and his motivational methods are significant motivational factors in the case of sports results [17]. However, the coach’s motivation is not the only source of affecting sportsmen’s eagerness [18]. The internal motivation invariably remains the strongest determinant of participation and consistency with regard to physical activity [19].

The manner of self-perception through the prism of the body determines various aspects of life; among others, it conditions the manner of commitment and motivation to take action. This paper investigates and describes the link between the body image and motivation among professional sportsmen.

The aim of the study was twofold: evaluative and explanatory. The evaluation concerned determining whether differences in assessment of one’s own body due to the sports discipline occur. The explanatory aspect concerns the issue whether the specific type of sports motivation depends on the body image.

**MATERIAL AND METHOD**

The study was conducted in the Central Sports Centre in Zakopane in 2014. The subject group consisted of 77 professional sports persons (39 females – 51% and 38 males – 49%), of whom 42 were athletes (55%) and 35 swimmers (45%). The mean age of the subject group was 20; for the swimmers it was 18, while for the athletes it was 23. The subjects also had a diverse length of training experience – for the swimmers it was 10 years while for the athletes it was 8 years. The number of the sportspersons according to sports class is presented below in a tabular form (Table 1).

| Table 1. The subject group by the sports class, the sports discipline and the gender |
|-----------------------------------|-----------------------------------|-----------------|---------------|---------------|
| SUBJETCS | ATHL N [%] | SWIM N [%] | F N [%] | M N [%] |
| MM | 18 [23%] | 13 [17%] | 5 [6%] | 12 [16%] |
| M | 17 [22%] | 14 [18%] | 3 [4%] | 13 [17%] | 4 [5%] |
| II | 14 [18%] | 3 [4%] | 11 [14%] | 7 [9%] | 7 [9%] |

ATHL – Athlete respondents, SWIM – Swimmer respondents, F – Females, M – Males
MM – international master sport class (the highest), M – national master sport class, I – the first sport class, II – the second sport class

The subjects completed a questionnaire (voluntarily and completely anonymously) which consisted of two scales: the Body Esteem Scale by Franzoi and Shields [20, 21, 22] and the sports motivation questionnaire by Gill and Dieter [23].

The Body Esteem Scale comprises 35 items corresponding to the aspects connected with the body. The items of the scale are divided into subscales separate for each gender. Females rated sexual attractiveness that concerns personal feelings with respect to body parts that are non-modifiable through physical activity; however, an attitude toward them as elements of the appearance concerns sexuality: nose, lips, ears, chin, breast, appearance of eyes, cheeks, face, sex drive, sex organs, sex activities, body hair, body scent. Weight
control (females), i.e. aspects which can be modified by activity or diet. This subscale is comprised of: appetite, waist, thighs, body build, buttocks, hips, legs, figure, appearance of the abdomen, weight. Physical condition (females) concerns parameters resulting from physical activity such as: physical stamina, reflexes, muscular strength, energy level, biceps, physical coordination, agility, health, physical condition. In this questionnaire, males rated their own physical attractiveness, which consists of items responsible for being handsome (sexuality of the image is not as significant for males, as it is for females). This subscale is comprised of: chin, buttocks, appearance of eyes, cheeks, hips, sex organs, face, lips, ears, nose, and feet. Body strength (males) describes both elements of the upper body part and functions that allow acting effectively: body build, width of shoulders, arms, chest, sex drive, physical coordination, figure, muscular strength, and biceps. For males, physical condition corresponds to physical activity, assessment of strength and agility, namely: weight, physical coordination, appetite, physical stamina, waist, agility, health, physical condition, energy level, appearance of the abdomen. Items of the Body Esteem Scale questionnaire were rated with 5-grade Likert scale from 1 (have strong negative feelings) to 5 (have strong positive feelings).

The sports motivation questionnaire describing motivation focused on winning or the aim [24] was the second research tool. Motivation to win concerns a desire to beat competition and is based on the ego. Statements relating to this subscale are following: 1. Only winning counts, 2. It is very important to me to achieve a better result than my rival, 3. I hate losing, 4. I feel satisfaction only when I win, 5. I am angry when I lose, 6. Only the victory pleases me. Motivation focused on the aim concerns the need of achieving personal aims in the sport. Statements concerning this motivation are following: 1. When I participate in competitions, I set out personal aims, 2. The best competitions for me are those where I achieve the aims I set out for myself, 3. I do my best whenever I have a specific aim to achieve, 4. It is really important to me to do my best, 5. Perfecting my skills is really important to me, 6. The best way to prove myself is to achieve aims that I set out. Assessment of the statements from the questionnaire was represented by 5-grade Likert scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree).

RESULTS

Internal consistency analysis of the reliability of the two research tools was performed, calculating Cronbach’s alpha, assuming in accordance with Sokolowski and Sagan [25] that the value of alpha higher than 0.60 constitutes satisfactory reliability. Cronbach’s alpha values ranged from 0.67 for the female body image subscales to 0.87 for the male body image subscales. Cronbach’s alpha value for the motivation questionnaire was 0.62. The value of symmetry and concentration ranged from -1.28 to +0.70. The variables skewness value ranged from -1.28 for body strength (males) to +0.70 for the motivation to win (males). Kurtosis value was the highest for the physical condition variable (male) and the lowest -0.65 in the case of the motivation focused on the aim (females). Parametrical statistics were applied to statistical analyses because the variables distribution was similar to normal and the variances of all the variables were homogenous. The following statistical analyses were performed: ANOVA, Pearson’s correlation, and multiple regression. The calculations were performed in Statistica 12 (Statsoft) program.
Basic statistics describing mean values, standard deviation and the differences between the groups of the athletes and the swimmers are presented in the Tables 2 and 3.

Table 2. Differences in terms of the sports discipline in females

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>F - Discipline</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Athl</th>
<th>Swim</th>
<th>Anova</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOTIVATION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aim</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>4.23</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winning</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BODY IMAGE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex_attr</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>3.58</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W_contr</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>3.43</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ph_condit</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>3.88</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ATHL – Athlete respondents, SWIM – Swimmer respondents, Subscales of Body Esteem Scale for females: Sex_attr – Sexual attractiveness, W_contr – Weight control, Ph_condit – Physical condition

The subject sportspersons present a rather positive attitude towards their own bodies; however, there are differences in terms of the sports disciplines. As can be seen (Table 2), no tendencies differentiating the sports disciplines appeared in the group of females. Attitudes towards motivation and one's own body perception are similar in both groups.

Table 3. Differences in terms of the sports discipline in males

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>M - discipline</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Athl</th>
<th>Swim</th>
<th>Anova</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOTIVATION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aim</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winning</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>3.34</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BODY IMAGE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ph_attr</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>3.88</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B_streng</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>4.18</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ph_condit</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>4.11</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ATHL – Athlete respondents, SWIM – Swimmer respondents, Subscales of Body Esteem Scale for males: Ph_attr – Physical attractiveness, B_streng – Body strength, Ph_condit – Physical condition

The presented data demonstrate a higher concentration of the attitude towards the body in the athletes’ group. In the swimmers’ group, the ratings concerning physicality are significantly lower (Table 3). The level of motivation did not vary between the groups.

The correlation power of significant links between variables of motivation and the body image ranged from average to high. In both genders, the links occurred only in terms of the body image and the motivation focused on the aim.
The value of significant correlations in the female group between the motivation focused on the aim and the body image occurs as high correlation power for sexual attractiveness ($r = 0.50$). The determination coefficient $r^2$ indicates the variability of the motivation focused on the aim is determined in 25% by Sexual Attractiveness and in 12% by Weight Control.

In the male group, significant correlations (Table 5) concern links between motivation focused on the aim and the body image as the average correlation power ($r=0.35$). The determination coefficient indicates the variability of the motivation focused on the aim is determined in 12% by Physical Condition.

In the case of males one type of motivation occurred to be statistically significant explaining from 12% variability of the motivation focused on the aim [internal]. Physical condition is a significant predictor of the motivation focused on the aim. The more positive perception of sexual attractiveness, resulted in the higher value of the specific type of motivation. This influence and the entire model are statistically significant. The results of regression in the male group are presented in Table 6.
Table 6. Analysis of multiple regression for sports motivation, predictor – body image [males]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Males</th>
<th>Motivation Winning</th>
<th>Motivation Aim</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R = 0.24, R² = 0.05</td>
<td>R = 0.34, R² = 0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F₁₃₀ = 0.71, p &lt; 0.35</td>
<td>F₁₃₀ = 4.96, p &lt; 0.03**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>β̂</td>
<td>t₁₃₀</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ph_attr</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>-0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B_strong</td>
<td>-0.27</td>
<td>-0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ph_condit</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>1.46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*** – the highest statistical significance (<0.01), ** - statistical significance (<0.03), * – statistical significance (<0.05)

Subscales of Body Esteem Scale for males:
Ph_attr – Physical attractiveness, B_strong – Body strength, Ph_condit – Physical condition

In the case of females one type of motivation occurred to be statistically significant explaining 27% variability of the motivation focused on the aim [internal]. Sexual attractiveness is a significant predictor of the motivation focused on the aim. The more positive perception of sexual attractiveness, the higher is the value of the specific type of the motivation. This influence and the entire model are statistically significant. The results of regression in the female group are presented in Table 7.

Table 7. Analysis of multiple regression for sports motivation, predictor – body image [females]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Females</th>
<th>Motivation Winning</th>
<th>Motivation Aim</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R = 0.33, R² = 0.11</td>
<td>R = 0.52, R² = 0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F₁₃₀ = 1.49, p &lt; 0.23</td>
<td>F₁₃₀ = 4.38, p &lt; 0.01***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>β̂</td>
<td>t₁₃₀</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex_attr</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>1.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W_contr</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ph_condit</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>-0.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*** – the highest statistical significance (<0.01), ** - statistical significance (<0.03), * – statistical significance (<0.05)

Subscales of Body Esteem Scale for females:
Sex_attr – Sexual attractiveness, W_contr – Weight control, Ph_condit – Physical condition

DISCUSSION

The presented data from the author’s own research indicates that the perspective of professional sport with reference to the body image significantly affects motivation focused on the aim (both in females and males).

The existing research on the body image to a great extent is based on the gender distinction, which concerns the different view on their own physicality by females and males [4, 9, 26, 27]. This distinction is greatly related to the self-objectification theory [28, 29] that assumes the female body becomes an object that is observed, assessed and monitored. Adoption of an external observer perspective towards themselves by females becomes a reason for growing affective experiences – the increase in felt shame and anxiety. Therefore, the experience of such emotions growing determines possible performance concerning motivation. What seems important, in the context of available knowledge and conducted research, is the confirmation of the function that affects motivation (internal – focused on the aim) through sexual attractiveness. Therefore, in accordance with the self-objectification theory, the higher the body is...
rated as an object, the higher the values of internal motivation are. The theory assumes the male assessment of own body appears to be more positive, the more it concerns body capabilities. Physical activity is an opportunity to change the body image from the object to the function [30]. As it was presented in this research, physical condition is the determinant of the increase in the motivation level in males. These results are explained by the perception of the body as the process and the function based on capabilities [31].

The existing research on motivation in sport presents that the level of sports achievements does not significantly affect motivation or the level of anxiety [32], but the links in terms of sports motivation and the body image have not been researched in the literature yet.

CONCLUSIONS

The conducted research has certain limitations that concern various aspects, one of which is the age. The athletes’ average age was 23, and the swimmers’ average age was 18. The latter had just entered the transitional period between adolescence and adulthood, beginning the age of the greatest satisfaction with own body [33]. Possibly, this factor might have determined a significantly lower level of satisfaction with own body in the swimmers in comparison to the athletes.

Summing up, the results of this research confirm the significance of one’s own body image as the factor superior to other psychological characteristics – including internal sports motivation. Thus one may suggest that not only the success and achievement of the set aims but also the work on more positive self-perception are the actions that can improve internal sports motivation.
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